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Abstract
Huge investigations have been made by the research
communities in wireless systems, especially in the past decades.
There are a lot of applications over wireless communications
networks that have appeared in the recent time, including cellular
phones, video conferencing, MMS, SMS, web browsingetc.
Communications through wireless channels are exposed to errors in
transmission. Moreover, efforts are being made to secure wireless
communications through the use of modern encryption technologies.
In this paper a combination of cryptography and simple channel
codes are presented to make security and forward error correction.
The system has been tested to transmit and receive a text with and
without encoding for Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). The
results showed that it can receive the text with no error at 6 dB of
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) without using channel coding and 1 dB
with it. In addition the systems is experimented in urban wireless
system, and has shown that it needs 9 dB to receive the text with
acceptable error. All tests are done using Matlab version R2014a.
Keywords :Cryptography, channel code, Security .
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انرشفٍز انًزكة نُظاو اذصاالخ السهكٍح
أ.و.د .يسًٕد فززاٌ يصهر  /كلية التقنيبت الكهرببئية وااللكترونية
و .دالل عثذ انًسسٍ زًٕد  /كلية التقنيبت الكهرببئية وااللكترونية
 /هيئة التعليم التقني
و.د .ازًذ غاَى ٔادي
انسرخهص:
فً انعقذ االخٍز اْرى انكثٍز يٍ انثازثٍٍ ٔانًسققٍٍ تاَظًح االذصاالخ انالسهكٍحٔ .ظٓزخ
ئ ٔغٍزْا.
انعذٌذ يٍ انرطثٍقاخ انشٍٓزج كانرهفٌٕ انخهٕي ٔانزسائم ٔشثكاخ ذثادل انفٍذ
االذصاالخ انالسهكٍح ذكٌٕ عادج عزضح نهخطأ ,كًا اٌ انسزٌح تاسرخذاو انًشفز ْٕ يٍ
انخذياخ انًضافح .فً ْذا انثسث ذى ذقذٌى َظاو ٌخهط تٍٍ انرشفٍز الغزاض انسزٌح ٔانرشفٍز
الغزاض يعاندح انخطأ .ذى اسرخذاو انُظاو انًقرزذ تارسال َص عثز قُاج انضٕضاء انثٍضاء
 .AWGNانُرائح تٍُد اَّ ًٌكٍ اسرالو انُص تذٌٔ خطأ عُذ  6dBيٍ َسثح االشارج انى
انضٕضاء  SNRتذٌٔ يشفز قُاج ٔ  1dBتاسرخذاو ْذا انًشفز .كذنك ذسد ذدزتح انُظاو
نظزٔف انرزاسم انالسهكً داخم انًذٌُح ٔذثٍٍ اَّ ٌسراج انى  9dBالسرالو انُص تُسثح خطا
يقثٕنح ٔ .ذى اخزاء عًهٍاخ انفسص انًذكٕرج اعالِ تاسرخذاو تزَايح ياذالب االصذار
.R2014a
1- Introduction:

In the last decade, a lot of applications over the wireless have
appeared, and many of them are under development. Among
the most prominent end-user applications that are received on
the popularity of a simple messaging, cellular phones,
multimedia messaging, internet access, web browsing, file
transfer, streaming audio, video and visual conferencing is the
tip of the iceberg. There are large variations in the wireless
systems applications (the previous applications). Therefore,
the error tolerance of these applications varies depending on
the application, for example, there is more tolerance for errors
in voice communications compared to the file transfer
applications [1]. In addition to that, data were sent through
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wireless communication channels were exposed to issues of
data security. Therefore, to overcome these difficulties,
cryptography is adopted to secure the data transfer, must be
protected against manipulations of transmitted data or
eavesdropping, or disclaimer of data origin. It is worth
mentioning that the topics of data security and error
corrections, are still dealt with separately [2]. Redundant
information is applied in channel coding for detectioning or
correcting errors when data are transmitted through noisy
channel. Cryptography is applied to provide secure transfer of
information from manipulation, or eavesdropping or
masquerading of data origin [3].
References [4] and [5] show the cooperation between
cryptography and channel coding: improvement of decryption
outcomes by using channel decoding,or vice versa, the
improvement of channel decoding by using cryptography. The
"Joint Channel Coding and Cryptograph" for this concept was
launched. The channel code and cryptographic techniques are
considered as inner and outer codes respectively [3].
Over a noisy channel a cryptographic check value for the
message is transmitted through channel coding mechanics
(coding/decoding). The process of decryption for the check
cryptographic value is very sensitive, because when one or
more bits of the decryption input are wrong, about fifty percent
of the decrypted bits are false, which leads to verification
failure in value of the cryptographic check. Therefore, every
bit in the message and the check value of the cryptographic
must be correct at the decryption input. A correction method
called soft decoding input is applied to solve this problem [4].
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Authors in [6] used Low Density Parity Check (LDPC)
channel codes for security. They proved that the combination
of signaling and coding for secrecy is more effective than
either one alone and is key to providing information-theoretic
security in more practical systems.
In this paper attempt has been made to design a wireless
system including security to hide, the original information data
ultimately through the decryption process to the message
contents in the original information. In addition a simple
channel code is added to the system to ensure the message is
received without error.
2- Cryptography:
Cryptography is used to keep secret certain information
which has always existed, and tries to preserve secrets [7].
When the data are processed through some substitute
techniques, table references, shifting techniques or
mathematical operations encryption will occur.
These
processes produce a various form of that data. The
unencrypted data denote to the plaintext and the encrypted data
to the ciphertext, that represents the original information in a
difference form [8]. This paper will focus on caser cipher, this
type of cipher doesn’t depend on key, it depends on shift (+) or
(-) for the letters (A.. Z). For instant to encrypt the letter "a",
ascii code of "a" is 97, so 97 +3 is the asci of the ciphered
letter, and so.
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2-1- Encryption:
Information secrecy can be achieved by encryption means.
A modern technique of the encryption is a mathematical
conversion (algorithms) which deal with messages as algebraic
elements or numbers in a space and convert them between a
region of “meaningful messages” and a region of
“unintelligible messages”. Cleartext refers to the messages in
the significant region while ciphertext refers to the ambiguous
output from the encryption algorithm. Secrecy is at the heart of
cryptography. Fig.1 shows the encryption process [7, 9, 10].
The encryption can be achieved by using arithmetic
modular, first the letters are transformed into numbers,
according to, A = 0, B = 1,……. Z = 25. Equation (1) shows
mathematical description for encryption letter x by a shift n [9,
11, 12]

𝐸𝑛 𝑥 = 𝑥 + 𝑛

𝑚𝑜𝑑 26 … … … … … … … … … … . (1)

In this paper a simple method has been used to encrypt or
decrypt text which is Caser Cipher. The method depends on
shift letter which is shift (+3) for encryption or shift (-3) for
decryption. This type of cipher doesn't depend on a key or
symmetric key. It depends on shift of a certain number
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Key
Mi+1

Block Cipher

Buffer Ci
Figure 1: Block diagram of encryption process

2-2- Decryption:
The process of decryption is the opposite of the
encryption process. The buffer must be initialized with the
same initial value that was used to start encryption. The pracss
couldb fixed constant or part of the secret key.
Mi+1=Mi Ci
Block Cipherk

Ci+1=
BC(Mi+1, Ci)

Buffer Ci
Figure 2: Block diagram of Cipher Chaining Decryption

Similarly, decryption is performed,
𝐷𝑛 𝑥 = 𝑥 − 𝑛
𝑚𝑜𝑑 26 … … … … … … … … . (2)
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The modular operation has different definitions. In the above
equation, there has been need to subtract or add 26 when the
result is in the range 0...25. i.e., if x+n or x-n is not in the
range 0...25, [9,11,12 ].
3- Channel Coding:
Many recent researches in coding have been in the region of
joint source and channel coding as well as widely distributed
source coding and data compression using methods that are
more conventionally associated with channel coding [13]. The
most important channel codes and widely used in modern
communication systems is Convolutional Codes (CC). Due to
the fact that CC has regular trellis structures , it is used for
increasing the transmission reliability and hence Viterbi
algorithm can be used for the decoding [14].
A binary convolutional encoder of rate k/n (k < n)
generates an n-bits word for every k-bits word at the input. A
three-tuple (n, k, m) is denoted a binary CC, where n
corresponds to encoder output bits which are generated, k are
received input bits, and for which the n current outputs are
linear combinations of the present k input bits and the previous
m × k input bits Fig. 3 shows the encoder for the binary (2, 1,
2) CC with generators g1 = 7 and g2 = 5 ( numbers in octal),
where gi represents the ith output of the generator polynomial
characterizing. [15].
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Figure 3 Convolutional encoder

The input of the sequence u to the convolutional encoder
with a rate of k/n of k tuples [13]:
𝑢𝑡 = 𝑢𝑡1 , … … … . . , 𝑢𝑡𝑘 …………… ………..….(3)
The n- tuples output from such encoder is a sequence v:
𝑣𝑡 = 𝑣𝑡1 , … … … . . , 𝑣𝑡𝑛 …………… ………… .(4)
From the coding theory, it is possible to use the D element
as an operator to represent the above input and output as:
𝑢 𝐷 = (𝑢0 + 𝐷𝑢1 + 𝐷2 𝑢2 + ⋯ ) …………… (5)
and
𝑣 𝐷 = (𝑣0 + 𝐷𝑣1 + 𝐷2 𝑣2 + ….)……………….(6)
Another representation of composite form for convolutional
encoder the sequences of input and output is as follows:
𝑢 = 𝑢01 , 𝑢02 , … . , 𝑢0𝑘 ; 𝑢11 , 𝑢12 , … , 𝑢1𝑘 ; 𝑢21 , 𝑢22 , … . , 𝑢2𝑘 , … . .......(7)
𝑣 = 𝑣01 , 𝑣02 , … . , 𝑣0𝑛 ; 𝑣11 , 𝑣12 , … , 𝑣1𝑛 ; 𝑣21 , 𝑣22 , … . , 𝑣2𝑛 , … . ... ...(8)
The code word in a convolutional code is generated by
simple multiplication of the
sequence of input message with a vector or matrix called
generator matrix as follow:
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𝑣 𝐷 = 𝑢 𝐷 𝐺(𝐷)……………………… ……...….(9)
The generator matrix G(D) in a form of polynomial with a
size of 𝑘 × 𝑛 is represented by
[16]:
1

𝑔1

1

𝐺 𝐷 = 𝑔2

𝑔1

𝐷

𝑔2

⋮

1

𝑔𝑘

2

𝐷

𝐷

𝐷

2
2

𝑔𝑘

𝑛

… 𝑔1

𝐷

𝑛

𝐷 … 𝑔2 𝐷
⋮
⋮
𝑛
𝐷 … 𝑔𝑘 𝐷

.......................(10)

The Viterbi decoding is an optimal algorithm for decoding of
CC. It consists of three major
Parts:
Branch metric calculation for hard decision and soft
decision decoders.
Path metrics calculation using a procedure called ACS
(Add-Compare-Select).This procedure is repeated for every
encoder state.
Trackback the decisions made by path metric due to
maximum-likelihood which restores in Back-trace unit. Since
it does it in opposite direction, a Viterbi decoder contains a
FILO (first-in-last-out) buffer to rebuild a correct order.
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4- System model:
The system used in this paper is shown in Fig. 4.
Source

Encryption
caser +3

Convolu.
Encoder

Modulation
BPSK

.
Channel

Sink

Decryption
caser -3

Convolu.
Decoder

Demodulation
BPSK

Figure 4: System model

The source is the data to be communicated, such as a text
file, voice, or video. In this paper attempt has been made to
transmit text file without any error in a media of wired and
wireless environments. The encryption hides or scrambles
information so that unitended listeners are unable to discern
the information content. A redundant data is added to the
inputs symbols in the channel codes in a way that allows errors
which are conducted into the channel to be corrected.
Convolutional codes are used in this paper because they are
very simple to encode and decode and powerful to correct
errors in various environments. The constraint length of
convolutional encoder is 7 and the generator polynomials are
[171, 133], which are practical parameters. The code rate used
is ½, this means that half data is carrying information and the
rest data is used to detect and correct error. Redundant data
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can be compensated using high level constellation of the
modulator which collect two bits or more in one symbol.
The modulator converts symbol sequences from the
channel encoders into signals appropriate for transmission over
the channel which requires the signals be sent as a continuoustime voltage or an electromagnetic waveform. In this research
the above two forms have been used for compression. Phase
Shift Keying (PSK) with Binary PSK (BPSK) and Quadrature
PSK (QPSK) with gray code are used as modulation schemes
in this paper.
The channel is the media over which the information is
conveyed. It may be wired or wireless. As signal pass through
a channel they are corrupted. For example, noise may be added
to signal, timing jitter, it may experience time delay, suffer
from attenuation and interference with other signals. The
channels are frequently characterized by mathematical models.
In this paper Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) and
Rayleigh fading channels are used. At the received end, all
processors are mirrored to its counterpart in the transmitter
side.
5- Simulation and results:
All simulations are done using MATLAB version R2014a
and the results are obtained and cleared out as tables and
graphs. The simulations have been done in the form of four
steps:
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5-1- Encryption and Decryption:
The first step is to evaluate the encrypter to make sure
that this block can encrypt successfully which means that any
one cannot read the encrypted text. The following text is used
for first experiment: “MY BABY HAS BEEN MISSING FOR
OVER A MONTH NOW, AND I WANT HIM BACK SO
BADLY”. Each letter will be converted into American Standard
Code for Information Interchange (ASCII), so that the above
text becomes as the fallowing numbers:
“77 121 32 98 97 98 121 32 104 97 115 32 98
101 101 32 103 110 105 115 115 105 109 32 110
109 32 97 32 114 101 118 111 32 114 111 102
110 97 32 44 119 111 110 32 104 116 110 111
109 105 104 32 116 110 97 119 32 73 32 100
97 98 32 32 111 115 32 107 99 97 98 32
121 108 100 ”
Then apply caser algorithm or shift each of the above number
by +3.
Then converting those numbers to mod (26) to obtain (A - Z)
or (0 – 25) as shown:
“8 20 23 22 23 20
4 14 14 4 9 2 1
8 10 9 15 3 9 10
9 15 3 4 8 23 22
7 20”.

3 22 14 23 0 0 9 8
10 13 10 17 0 13 22
18 22 9 25 4 18 22
24 6 14 10 23 22 25
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Then each number is converted to binary form to be accepted
in the channel coding block.
5-2 Transceiver System:
The second step is to use such encryption with transceiver
system with AWGN channel to transmit any encrypted text
and received it without error and then decrypt it to retrieve
such text as in original manner. The system is now without
code so expect to get an error during transmission at low
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). For SNR=1dB and BPSK and
for the same text used in the first step, the received text in this
step is
"MyBSBiHASBKNMISSIGJPROVERANONThNOWA>DIWaN
SFI=B=K[COBADLy". As is clear the received text contains
17 letters in error form so we cannot read the text correctly.
The bits in error are 26 and Bit Error Rate (BER) is 0.0489.
The minimum value of SNR, which can obtain the text with no
error is 6dB. Table 1 is summarizes the results for each value
of SNR from 1, to 6 dB:
Table 1: Summary Results of 5-2 subsection
SNR (dB)
No. Letters Bits in error
BER
in error
1
17
20
0.0493

2
3
4
5
6

12
7
2
1
0

13
5
3
2
0

0.032
0.0123
0.0074
0.0049
0

From the results in table 1 it has been shown that the
error decreases dramatically and the BER must be less than
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0.0049 to achieve the text without any error. But it is clear that
up to 4 dB of SNR we have only two letters in error which
indicate that the system active above such value of SNR, but
the channel used here is AWGN which is an ideal state.
5-3 Transceiver System with Channel Codes:
Now repeating the last subsection with the same parameters
and text, by adding CC to the system to show the effect of the
presenceof channel codes within the system. For 1dB SNR the
received
text
is
"gybabyhasbeenmissingforoveramonthnowandcwanthimbacks
obadly". As it is clear only two letters are in error, while it
needs 4dB to get the same amount of error for the system
without code as shown in table 1, which indicate that channel
code makes the system active in low SNR. To increase the
spectral efficiency the constellation has been increased up to 4
or two bits per symbol to reduce the bandwidth by 50%. When
SNR is 3dB the results show that the error is the same as the
system without code but the SNR is 4dB, which means that
1dB gain is achieved by adding CC with the same bandwidth.
Another comparison can be done using the plotting of Bit
Error Rate (BER) versus SNR to show the potential of such
system. Fig. 3 shows 3 curves, at BER of 10-4 and for Binary
Shift Keying (BSK) Modulation (M=2), 6 dB code gain can be
achieved. But here the spectrum must be doubled because the
code rate used is ½, from other hand, when M=4 the system
can achieve 2dB gain as illustrated in Fig.5, which shows that
the system can provide good performance.
5-4 Wireless Transceiver:

In subsections 5-2 and 5-3 the channel used is AWGN.
Here the system will be used Rayleigh channel model used to
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simulate wireless communication with no line of sight (urban
environments) with parameters: Input Sample Period: 1.0000e05, Doppler Spectrum: [1x1 doppler. jakes], Max Doppler
Shift: 0, Path Delays: 0, Path Gains: 0.0553 + 0.0908i. Here it
is impossible to transmit any information without channel
codes, but such system with CC can receive the transmitted
information at specific SNR.

Figure 5: BER comparison of the system

For the previous system but with Rayleigh channel the
fallowing text is received without any error at SNR=9 dB:
“Mybabyhasbeenmissingforoveramonthnowandiwanthimbacks
obadly”
But when reducing the SNR to 8dB, many error show in the
text as shown:
“mzerfyhasbeenmissimfpwfmwdxawbphvnowakdhaynthimbac
ugmeuiur”. Because the amount of error now out of code
capability. Note that for AWGN channel the error is reduces
linearity as indicated in table 1.
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6- Conclusions:
In this paper a system has been designed to combine
Cryptography and Convolutional Codes. Such system can
transmit and receive text messages through various types of
channel. The system has been experimented with AWGN
channel with and without code. It has also been tested with
wireless Rayleigh fading model. The results confirm that the
proposed system can transmit and receive any text with
acceptable error for AWGN channel. 4 dB of SNR is enough
to receive the text with only two error letters without codes,
while only 1 dB is achieves the same results when adding
channel code. On the other hand the system needs 9 dB of
SNR for urban environments to receive the text without error
but it is impossible to do this without channel code.
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